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About This Game

This is a game of doomsday theme. You can live in the game by yourself or with your friends. You have to build your own
shelter, find food, collect resources, collect materials, make weapons and refine metals. You have to exaggerate your territory in
the right places. You can call other players to join you. Our team also faces the plunder and abuse of other players. You can also

desperately grab other people's resources, kill each other and try every means to survive.

There is a very good construction system in the game, you can use your imagination to build a variety of creative buildings, each
building material needs different materials, we will continue to add various building templates in later updates, you can continue

to experience the new architectural style.
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Title: HopeLine
Genre: Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
DHH Game
Publisher:
DHH Game
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel i3-4170

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX750ti

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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what i say DIE RUST DIE !!! FASTER U DIE FASTER ILL BE HAPPY!!!. I purchased this game with little
expectations(being in beta stage). I only play PVE (single player games). The game had it's issues but I was giving the developers
time. One other issue, there is no communication from the developers at all. They just updated the game without the PVE
option. I have asked for a refund and highly recommend you do not purchase this game if they are going to make changes like
this.. Game plays like rust. if u like rust but want single player scenario then buy this game. so far its ok game yea there are bugs
and such but the game plays very well. I like playing single player and the game so far has been fun. I haven't noticed any
crashes or anything while playing or loading, so far keep up the good work devs. Also try to communicate more with the
community that way we know yer listening. Us as customers we like to know what has been updated to make sure that the game
hasnt gone radio silent and become abandoned ware.. stay the hell away from this... max resolution is 1080p
sound is bad, not a lot of options to play with. but guess what, you don't care, buy it and try it for yourself.. I had all the evidence
right in front of me, that this was a cheaply made game that was not even worth $6.99, but I didn't listen. I bought the stupid
game and I put graphics on low, wen I tried to join a server, there was a message that said something like "Wait one moment" ok
one moment... I think it was a little more then one moment, or a lot more! I had to wait like 20 minutes and it just crashed, so I
opened the game again and the same thing happened. I noticed that it would always stop at 27%... and then crash. I'm telling you
this now DO NOT GET THIS GAME. It is a SCAM. Now I want my money back.
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NO ONE PLAYS IT....LIKE AT ALL!! Also the graphics are pretty bad and runs poorly. What do you expect for 6 bucks
though.. this game is very poor looking, there are many spelling errors and it wouldn't even load after an hour. Dont bother it
donkey♥♥♥♥♥EU severs run by roland rat aint been able to play for a month its a steaming peace of donkey do. SAVE
YOUR MONEY. In short words, it's a light single player - coop version of Rust against monsters and zombies.

If you like Rust and you also like the PvE, it is worth trying for just over 5$. I purchased this game with little expectations(being
in beta stage). I only play PVE (single player games). The game had it's issues but I was giving the developers time. One other
issue, there is no communication from the developers at all. They just updated the game without the PVE option. I have asked
for a refund and highly recommend you do not purchase this game if they are going to make changes like this.. it keeps on
crashing

Version 4.0.9 updated:
*- fixed bugs in some building systems
*- optimize scene rendering performance
*- optimize scene rendering effect. Server maintenance issues in the us, Asia and Europe (one day off on April 5th):
* due to some technical problems, the online servers in the United States, Asia and Europe have stopped running on April 5th.
We will restart the server on April 6th. We are deeply sorry for the inconvenience caused to the players, and we will deal with
this problem as soon as possible.Thanks for your support.. Version 4.0.4 updated:
*-- fix cases that occasionally don't open
*- fix falling boxes, stoves, etc. Version 1.0.6 was updated on March 30:
* foundation repair problem cannot be placed
* fix archive loss
* optimize scene anti-aliasing effect
* modify the composite list of some items. Version 2.0.7 updated:
*- fixed problems with party system and fiefs
*- optimize scene rendering. Version 2.0.1 was updated:
*- add a fief stone with a radius of 100m. Only within this radius can construction be carried out
* add building demolition function, only use this function from the territory
* adjust the page part font small, can not see the problem
* complete the rest of the sinicization
*PVE mode increases the refresh number of NPC material points
* fix NPCS that occasionally disappear
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